The MOST HIGH TEMP BLOW OUT PREVENTER (BOP), the premium rod-sealing solution for SAG-D wells.

THE MOST ADVANTAGE

- The most efficient way to seal your steam injection well bore
- Rated API 6A class Y for 0°F to 650°F (-18°C to 345°C)
- Material API6A rated for sour service (0.05 ppm H₂S)
- Nitrided parts to prevent galling
- Polished rod rams are available in 1-1/4" and 1-1/2"
- Blinds available for rodless installations
- Offset rams provide positive alignment
- Manufactured from NACE material to meet API 6A
- Positive ram stop is incorporated so rams close in the center equally
- Product specification level (PSL) 1,2 or 3
- Side outlets: 1x 2” line pipe and 1x 3” line pipe.
- Other sizes and configurations available